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CAROL LEE KAMEKONA  

 

 

Date of birth:  8/14/1957 

Hawaiian ancestry 

My dad was full blooded Hawaiian. My mom is Hawaiian/Chinese. 

Educational background 

Graduated 1975 from Immaculate Conception Academy High School in San Francisco, 

California. Took classes at Chaminade University, San Francisco City College and Contra 
Costa County Community College. 

Employment history 

United States Navy 1976-1980; United States Naval Reserves 1980-1996; TWA/American 
Airlines 1990-2002; TSA Maui 2002-2005; Bradley Pacific Aviation 2005-2013. 

Criminal record 

n/a 

Personal statement 

With hopes of developing a form of independence that ensures the perpetuation of Hawaiian 
values of Ohana, Aloha Kekahi I Kekahi and Malama 'Aina. I come to the table with an open 
mind but a heavy heart. My intentions are pure, unselfish and unwavering. 

I support our Kia'i Mauna and the 'Aha Moku System. I support Prince Jonah Kuhio's vision 
of self-sufficiency and self-determination of native Hawaiians. 

I despise the unregulated spraying of harmful pesticides as it affects our ecosystem. I 
detest the exorbitant cost of living that has caused our people to flee their homeland in 
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pursuit of affordable housing. I disapprove of the selling, leasing or transferring of our lands 
to outside entities (individual or nation) with no direct benefit to our people. 

I promise to listen to anyone with a positive resolution to the obstacles affecting our Lahui. I 
pledge to pursue the rights and benefits be restored to our people. 

Therefore, with the utmost of humility, I ask for the support of all Kanaka Maoli who believe 
the time has come for us as a Lahui to come together, all differences aside, for the 
betterment of our people. 

HE HAWAI'I 'AU! 

The delegate candidate represent these 10 people are eligible voters who have 
nominated them : Jonah Ke'eaumoku Kapu 

 Kahilihiwa K K K Kipapa 

 Shaun Michael Averill 

 Thelma Kamekona 

 Crystal Lynn Kuuipolani Rawle 

 Gwendolyn Ewalani Shim 

 Blossom Puanani Feiteira 

 Jonnette Gayle Santos 

 Shirley Ann Paahana Lake 

 Donna Dean Sterling 

 


